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BECOME A TE 
VOLUNTEER

 @ HOME 

While our office doors closed, our virtual doors are open! 
We are continuing to connect participants and graduates to 
resources and supportive services. Just as our workshop has gone 
virtual, so have our volunteer opportunities!  We can also host 
corporate and other groups for done in a day projects.

Virtual volunteer opportunities include:
Mock interviewing, social media ambassadors, tech buddies, step up 
cheerleaders, outreach ambassadors, resume developers, YRC case 
manager assistant, and civic engagement & advocacy volunteers.

If you’re interested in learning more about Towards Employment’s 
volunteer opportunities, please contact Jenn Angelo at 
jangelo@towardsemployment.org or visit towardsemployment.org. 
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Provide tech support as a tech buddy!
As our workshops move online, some participants need a little extra help 
troubleshooting. As a tech buddy, you’ll provide digital mentorship to guide 
them towards success.

Spread the word about TE!
Volunteers help spread awareness about TE programs and services by sharing 
information on social media as a social media ambassador or assisting with 
targeted grassroots recruitment strategies as a TE outreach ambassador. 

Lend interviewing & resume development skills!
Mock interviews and a polished resume are critical and essential tools in 
preparing participants for the job search process. Guidelines & training are 
provided for mock interviewers, while templates are provided for resume 
developers. 

Cheer on participants as a Step Up cheerleader!
Write notes for students who could use a little something to keep their spirits up 
as they work through virtual workshop. And attend virtual Step Up graduation to 
celebrate as a step up cheerleader.

Love research?
As we continue to connect TE participants and alumni to additional supports and 
services, research library volunteers will help us build our virtual resource library 
by conducting internet searches. 

 

Assist with the Young Adult Resource Center!
YRC case manager assistant volunteers will work with our TE staff at the  
YRC to provide an extra layer of wrap around supports through a variety of 
engagement touchpoints.

Advocate for TE participants!
Our civic engagement and advocacy volunteers will support and spread 
awareness of TE’s policy agenda and focus with the help policy action items 
and additional toolkits. 

Don’t have as much time to dedicate? We can host corporate and other groups for done in a day projects.


